ABSTRACT. An ordering is introduced in the set of numerical polynomials (in one variable) which is then shown to induce a well-ordering on a certain subset of numerical polynomials, namely those which occur as the differential dimension polynomials of differential algebraic varieties, or equivalently, those which come from initial subsets of Nm.
polynomials of differential algebraic varieties, or equivalently, those which come from initial subsets of Nm.
Let N be the set of natural numbers (including 0), Z be the ring of rational integers and Q be the field of rational numbers. A numerical polynomial in the indeterminate X is a polynomial co G Q^] such that co(s) G N for every sufficiently large s G N. The numerical polynomials considered in this note are those coming from initial subsets of Nm (m G N). Specifically we consider Nm as an ordered set relative to the product order, that is, (a1( .... am) < (¿,, . . . , bm) in Nm if and only if a¡ < b¡ in N for every i. A subset V of Nm is initial if for every v, v' G Nm such that v' < v, v G V implies v' G V. Remark 1. Let V be an initial subset of Nm and define F = F(K) to be the set of minimal points of the complement of V in Nm. Then E is finite since every infinite sequence of points in Nm has an infinite increasing subsequence. Moreover V is the set of all points of Nm that are not greater than or equal to any point of E. Kolchin [1, Chapter 0, Lemma 16, p. 51] showed (in view of the above remark) that for any initial subset V of Nm, there exists a numerical polynomial 03 v such that for every sufficiently large j G N, to^fs) is the number of points (»I.vm) G V with Vy + • • • + vm < s. If 1/ is a finite sequence Vv . .. , Vn of initial subsets V¡ C N ', we define the numerical polynomial of 1/ to be cjy, = o)v + • • • + cjy . In this paper, we shall show that the set S2 of numerical polynomials of the form cj" for some such 1/ is well-ordered relative to the total order introduced on the numerical polynomials as follows: we say coj < co2 if cojfs) < co2(s) for all sufficiently large s G N. The origin of this problem comes from differential algebra where numerical polynomials of the form cjv occur as the differential dimension polynomials of differential algebraic varieties (see Kolchin [1, Chapter III, §5] ). Using this well-ordering property one can presumably prove certain results in differential algebra by induction on the differential dimension polynomial just as one can in algebraic geometry by induction on the dimension of an algebraic variety.
Let V be an initial subset of Nm. We shall first develop some properties of V and, as a by-product, give a different proof of Kolchin's result mentioned earlier.
From now on, v, (1 < / < m) will always denote the zth coordinate of an element v of Nm. If T C Nm, then T(s) denotes the set of all points t G T with tx + ■ • • + tm < s. Let Nm = {1,. . . , tri). Given a subset / C Nm and an element a G Nm, we define the symbol a7 to be the set of all points b G Nm such that bj -a¡ for all / €/. Observe that if b G a/; then b7 = a7. A subset F C Nm is said to be k-dimensional if F = a7 for some a G N"1 and J = /(F) C Nm with Card J = k. Call /(F) the direction of F. A subset F of Nm is properly k-dimensional in F if F is a ^-dimensional subset of V and is not contained in any ik + 1 )-dimensional subset of V. Proof. Clearly dkiV) = 0 for all k > m and the case k = m has been noted above. Assume k < m and let F = F(K) (see Remark 1) . For each / G Nm, let e, = max e, (e G F). If a^ is properly ^-dimensional in V, we claim that a-< efor all / £/. For otherwise, there would exist a / €/ such that a.-> e-and since ij C V, we would have, by Remark 1, Hj C ayu /n C V, a contradiction. It follows from our claim that for each subset / of Nm consisting of k elements, the number of subsets of the form Hj that are properly fc-dimensional in V is < n.-^je... This proves the proposition.
The sequence {dfc(K)}feeN will be referred to as the dimension sequence of V.
Proposition 2. Let J be a set of subsets of'Nm. Let K = a^^ be a kdimensional subset of an initial subset V of Nm such that for every \ E K, Vj C V for some J G J. Then there exists J0 G J such that aj,K^j is a subset of V containing K.
Proof.
The case k = 0 is trivial. Assume k > 0. We first show that there exists J0G 3 with \j C V for all x G K. Otherwise, for each J G J, there would be an element v (7) Proof. The "if part is clear. Suppose K = ^j/k) *s a ^-dimensional subset of F but no such element exists. By the proposition, there exists a subset JQ of Nm with Card J0 = k + 1 such that a^^g , is a subset of V containing K. This shows that K is not properly fc-dimensional in V and proves the corollary.
Proposition 3. Let V be an initial subset of Nm with dimension sequence {^fc(P)}fceN-Then for any h i0 <h <m) such that dhiV) + 0, there exists an initial subset Vx C Vsuch that dkiVx) = dkiV) ifk>h, dhiVx) = dhiV) -1 anddkiVx) = 0ifk<h.
Proof. If h = m, we may take Vx = 0. Suppose h <m. Let K -&jtK) be properly /i-dimensional in V such that 2;gj//r-fij is maximum. Let Jh be the set of subsets of Nm with h elements. Let Vx be the set of all elements v G V such that Vj C V for some / G Jh and v, ¥= K. We first show that Vx is initial. Suppose v G Vy, v' G Nm and v' < v. Then \j C V for some / G Jft and v, + K.
By Remark 3,v}CK
If v} = K, we would have / -JiK) and 2/iyUy > 2/öyu'-= "j&j(K)aj-Moreover \'j, and by Remark 3 also v/5 would be properly /¡-dimensional in V. By the choice of K, this would imply that v¡ = v'j for all/ GJ and hence v, = v} = K, a contradiction. Hence \'j =£ K and v'eF,, proving that Vy is initial. Now a ^-dimensional (fc > h) subset of V is always contained in Vy. Consequently every subset of Nm that is properly ^-dimensional in Vy ik > h) remains properly fc-dimensional in V. This shows that dkiVy) = dkiV) for all k > h. Suppose i <m and assume that l/;-is finite for all / with / < / < m. Let KG \J, and let V' be the set of all points in V that belongs to some (/ + l)-dimensional subset of V. By Corollaries 1 and 2 of Proposition 3, V' E \I,+ x. Let F' = F(F') (see Remark 1) and for 1 </ < m, let ej = max e¡ (e G F'). Let /,,... , /p be all the subsets of Nm consisting of i elements. Let th be the number of subsets of Nm properly /-dimensional in V and having direction Jh. Of course Hpl=xth = d,. We claim that if F = ay is a subset of Nm properly /'-dimensional in V, then a;-< tn + e¡ for all / EJn. Suppose this is false so that a¡ > tn + e~¡ for some jéjh.
For any s E N with s < th, let Ls = (a,, . . . , a¡_x, lj + s, a/+1.am)j"-^y Remark 3, Ls is an /-dimensional subset of V. Since F is properly /-dimensional in V, it follows from the Corollary of Proposition 2 that F contains some point v such that v G V'. By Remark 1, v > e for some e' G F'. It is now easy to see that \J, is finite so that the induction step is completed and part (a) is proved.
(b) For each m EN, let Q,m be the set of numerical polynomials of the form cov where Kis an initial subset of Nm with dimension sequence {dk}k<EÎ3. By part (a), Í2m is finite for all m. Let «20 = ^kL0(k + ^)dk-Then m0 > m and, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that S2m = £2 for all m> mQ. The canonical mapping from N ° into Nm given by (x,, . . . , xm ) r->■ (x,, . . . , xm , 0, . . . , 0) clearly maps each initial subset V of N ° onto an initial subset of Nm having the same numerical polynomial and dimension sequence as V. Thus S2m C Í2m. Conversely, let V be an initial subset of Nm with dimension sequence {dk}keî^. Let / be the set of indices / (1 </ < m) such that V contains an element with nonzero /th coordinate. Let /0 be the union of all directions /(F) of F as F runs through the set of subsets of Nm that are properly kdimensional in V for some k (0 < k < m). For each j E I -JQ, the point v*7* whose /th coordinate is 5,--(Kronecker's §) belongs to V and hence belongs to some K, which is properly k.-dimensional in F for some k¡. Proposition 5. 77¡e set Í2 of numerical polynomials of the form ojv for some finite sequence V of initial subsets is well-ordered relative to the above ordering.
Proof. Let n C £2, n =?== 0. To show that II has a smallest element, it suffices to show that every descending sequence n -{tf,-},-^ in II is stable. Let 7T be such a descending sequence. Since it is enough to show that some subsequence of 71 is stable, we may assume that each 7T(-has the same degree m and write m + \ /X + k\ **" £ aiky k ) 
